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Company Profile

AI-MS 

Aviation Infrastructure Management Systems GmbH
“Customised Solutions for the Aviation Industry”



Q Industrial Sector Specialist - Services focussed on the aviation industry only

Ÿ We only offer services focused on the aviation industry 

Ÿ We work as aviation experts for aviation experts 

Ÿ We transfer proven methods and technologies from other industries to the aviation industry

Who We Are

Q Know-how & System Provider - Customised solutions, full service guaranteed

Ÿ We develop tailor-made efficient solutions for the complex planning and communication processes

Ÿ A wide range of products and services tailored to our clients' needs

Ÿ Our clients benefit from our world-wide network of highly qualified partners

Q Public Private Partnership Specialist - Consulting services

Ÿ We offer consulting services for commercialisation and privatisation of aviation infrastructure providers 

Ÿ We integrate corporate strategies with public aims (economy and ecology)

Q Balanced solutions by using integrated planning elements

Ÿ Significant time and cost savings by integrating all business segments into an overall planning and 
reporting system

Ÿ Higher quality and data integrity by using interconnected planning & reporting tools

Ÿ Transparent illustration of complex correlations

What Makes AI-MS Exceptional

Q Tailored in-house working tools for operators

Ÿ Provision of customised software tools for in-house use

Ÿ Comprehensive support for implementation & operation, “training on the job” 

Ÿ Expandability - flexibility through a modular system architecture

Q One-Stop-Shop for efficient decision making

Ÿ Reduced coordination needs for the client 

Ÿ Provision of comprehensive support services for all elementary planning categories and fields of aviation 

infrastructure management 

Ÿ Integration of planning and reporting tools with early warning systems

We offer a comprehensive catalogue of solutions, based on practically approved methods.

We put our customers first. From a wide range of products and services we design the best solution for the 

specific needs and requirements of each customer.



Our goal is to help you create the greatest value for all stakeholders involved in your strategic airport planning. 

This is accomplished through products and services that are seamlessly integrated, efficient and transparent. 

Strategic management is given the tools to balance and harmonise the “Quadrangle of Airport Management” 

with AI-MS international consulting services and cutting edge software applications.  

AI-MS has developed unique methods and software applications that can be tailored to any market conditions 

or individual needs. Furthermore, the software is designed for in-house use with seamless integration into the 

existing IT infrastructure and personnel practices. AI-MS offers the highest quality services from its installation 

of software applications  to maintenance and support.

Get WORLD CLASS solutions to all your aviation related needs. AI-MS combines industry experience with an 

international support network to bring your project from concept to practice. Our solutions are internationally 

recognised for being comprehensive and specific to the aviation industry. Our team employs flexible, non-

bureaucratic methods of operation to bring you high quality solutions based on sound experience.

Our Products and Services

Consulting Services

Software Applications

Know-how Transfer

AI-MS effectively functions in the roles of consultant, management trainer, outside consultant, and/or project 

manager in the training and implementation of its products. Our workshop programme offers technical lectures 

with real world examples for all necessary departments. In-house training experts educate through computer 

models and reports that allow your staff to create efficient and transparent solutions for every situation.

Airport Expert
Workshops

In-house TrainingS
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Modular Airport Planning Solutions (MAPS)

Innovative in its approach,  is designed for complete integration of the primary planning areas. Get a 

holistic view of the airport planning process with the power of immediate feedback on changes in any planning 

area.  makes it easy to find balanced solutions with easily accessible data.

How much traffic demand is expected? Do you have to expand your staff and facilities? How could you organise 

your business segments? What impact has future traffic volume on the environment? How does this affect your 

overall corporate strategy? 

With , all these answers are right at your fingertips.

maps

maps

maps

maps offers independent modules which can be linked together through interfaces for a customised package 

solution. The user can use individual modules in different departments and bring together the partial results in 

the central planning department. Also, in-house accounting systems, planning systems and reporting systems 

can be connected through individual interfaces with the application solution.



Wolfgang Edelmann started 

his aviation focussed career in 

1980 when he joined the 

management team of the 

Vienna International Airport. In 

1992 he became managing 

director and senior consultant 

of Airport Consulting Vienna GmbH (ACV) and has 

worked on numerous strategic airport development 

projects. 

He combines specialised airport management skills 

with practical business planning methods to enhance 

technically and operationally efficient and economi-

cally sound developments as the basis for a sustained 

profitable airport operation. 

His expertise is key to AI-MS's unique ability to fully 

integrate the commercial, technical and financial 

airport know-how. As a member of Austria's Aviation 

Council, he was a special advisor to the Austrian 

government in all matters concerning the country's 

aviation policy.

AIMS grows and maintains a global network of highly qualified and specialised team members. Our team is 

equipped to handle complex projects with speed and efficiency everywhere they are needed.

Project teams are organised by project requirements and the specific needs of our clients. This ensures not 

only a high degree of flexibility and availability of qualified personnel at all times, but also allows us to tackle 

cultural and communication barriers so as to best meet individual and local interests. 

The organisation of our pool of experts is based on numerous common and successfully completed projects 

and is continuously adjusted in line with international trends in the industry and ranges from employees and 

freelancers to international network cooperation partners.

Our Team

Walter Richter started his 

career in 1987 when he 

joined the management 

team o f  the  Vienna 

International Airport. He 

gained much experience in 

the area of planning and 

controlling and as project 

manager of real estate development. In 2008 he 

started his career as a self-employed management 

consultant specialised in corporate planning and 

business plan development for airports. 

With the foundation of AI-MS in 2010 he became 

managing director of the company. The combination 

of several management positions within the Vienna 

International Airport Group and involvement in 

airport privatisation projects are the basis for Mr. 

Richter‘s business planning experience. By using 

and programming Microsoft BI solutions for more 

than twenty years and several training courses 

within this field, he has become a specialist with 

expertise in combining Microsoft Software with 

diversified airport expertise.

Principle Founders and Management

AI-MS Aviation Infrastructure Management Systems GmbH (AI-MS), founded in 2010 with its head office at 
Landstraßer Hauptstraße, A-1030 Vienna, Austria, is an international IT and consulting company specialised in 
providing IT solutions and consultancy services to aviation infrastructure providers.

AI-MS is managed by its co-founders Wolfgang Edelmann and Walter Richter, who are internationally well 
known experts for the provision of strategic concepts, traffic forecasts, capacity analysis, financial plannings 
and IT solutions.

The company is officially registered at the Commercial Court Vienna under the commercial registry number FN 
353082 p.

Corporate Background



Member of:

AI-MS Aviation Infrastructure Management Systems GmbH
Landstraßer Hauptstraße 33 / 19
1030 Vienna,  Austria

Phone: +43 17061515 -0
Telefax: +43 17061515 - 90
office@ai-ms.eu
www.ai-ms.eu

Company Registration Number: FN 353082 p

UID: ATU66012423

Commercial Court of Vienna

Management:

Wolfgang Edelmann

Walter Richter
 

This brochure serves for the information of customers of the AI-MS Aviation 
Infrastructure Management Systems GmbH. The described functionality and 
technical designations can deviate from the information provided in the brochure.

Changes and mistakes reserved.

© AI-MS Aviation Infrastructure Management Systems GmbH

For more information scan 
the QR Code with your 
smartphone to visit our 
homepage.

Or visit us at:
www.ai-ms.eu

Contact Us

Member Funded by the City of Vienna by the
Vienna Business Agency - Group


